
[- The Management of Difficult behaviour
The potential for conflict with another human being is always possible, but unlike death and
taxes, it is not inevitable . It is not what happens in any given situation, but rather how we
respond in that situation which will usually determine whether or not it results in
irreconcilable differences.

So why are people sometimes difficult?

Conflict results when two or more people are interacting and during the interaction there is a
perceived, incompatible difference between the two parties. This perceived difference is really
a difference in how people see the world; their paradigms. If these differences are not
resolved, the situation could then escalate into differences in needs and/or values . If these
differences are not reconciled, behaviours and responses of the parties can become adverse
and conflict ensues .

"

	

What does difficult behaviour look like in your work environment?

What are some of the specific ways people behave?

Why do people behave in these ways?

Levels of conflict
Whilst difficult behaviour may appear in different guises, it is possible to map out similar
patterns for most conflicts . Some of these levels may appear to be skipped. More likely, it is
the rapidity at which the conflict escalates that is the real difference .

1 . Discomfort - nothing much is said or done, but things don't feel right
2. Incidents - there is a small clash but no great internal reaction
3 . Misunderstandings -negative thoughts begin to arise about the other person
4. Tension - negativity creeps into both vocabulary and actions
5. Crisis - normal day to day functioning becomes difficult. The conflict begins to pervade
the thoughts and life of the individual . The person is now saying and doing things which are
not characteristic of their normal behaviour .

Before the intensity of the conflict reaches the point of tension, the conflict is still owned from
an individual's perspective . In other words, their feelings and reactions are internal and may
not be obvious to the other person . The conflict is self-driven (if one actually exists) .

Once a person has entered the level of tension, they are then actively engaged in the conflict .
Resolution past this stage is more difficult . At the level of crisis, resolution becomes
extremely difficult and may be impossible without a third party mediator .

The earlier you recognise the possibility of conflict the easier it is to resolve.
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Approaching Difficult behaviour

"

	

Think of some difficult behaviour that was not handled constructively . What were some of
the outcomes?

"

	

Think of a conflict that has been handled constructively . What were some of the outcomes
in this case?

Escalating difficult behaviour.

As a conflict escalates, so too do the emotions of the parties concerned . When the conflict
reaches a peak and is at a crisis level, emotion becomes the key factor. At this level of
intensity behaviour becomes affected, normal functioning becomes difficult, extreme gestures
are contemplated or implemented. At this point it is sensible to disengage from the behaviour
(if you haven't already done so) . Create some metaphorical, or preferably, some physical
distance from the other party, seek support and possibly mediation .

A better approach ; the win/win
The key to a win/win is to explore needs before settling on a solution

Features of the win/win approach

Consider the following features of the win/win approach . Think of actual communication
examples for each of these points :

"

	

Maintain a strong focus on the needs of all parties involved

"

	

Focus on the issue, not the individual

"

	

Be mindful of the long term advantages of win/win

"

	

Explore a variety of options to maximise benefits to all parties

"

	

Actively listen to, and acknowledge the needs and concerns of others

"

	

Be persistent in your approach

"

	

Maintain an open level of communication throughout

"

	

Focus on strengthening your approach, rather than weakening theirs
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Some Key Strategies When Confronted
With Difficult Behaviour

o Adopt and maintain a win/win approach

"

	

Remember ; hard on the issue, soft on the person

o Build rapport through `matching and mirroring'

Think - "What could be driving this behaviour?"

e

	

Focus on being empathetic

e

	

Adopt a responsive and not reactive stance

"

	

Formulate in your mind "Whose problem is this?"

e

	

Stay focused on the best possible outcome

"

	

Ifpossible, relocate and seat the person

Keeping emotions in check

Keeping emotions in check enhances your chance of successful rapport. Some positive
strategies for doing this include `matching and mirroring' and careful choice of words.
Avoiding the word `but' in your vocabulary and replacing it with `and' is one example which
can give very positive results . Think of an example where you could adapt your language to
produce positive outcomes.

A useful question to ask yourself: Do I want to be right or do I want a relationship?

In working with people, we need to preserve the relationship as far as possible . Always
remember that people will preserve their ego or they will get revenge!

The Ultimate Success Formula

1 . Know your outcome. . . .what do you want to achieve here?
2 . Take action . . . .what strategy will you adopt?
3 . Notice what is working . . . . is the person getting angrier or calmer?
4. Keep persisting until you get your outcome . . . . or revise your outcome

Anthony Robbins, Unlimited Power
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Exploring active listening : some tips

The Agreement Frame: This allows you to communicate how you feel about an issue
without compromising your integrity AND without having to disagree with the other person .
It consists of three phrases :

"I appreciate and. .." "I respect and . . ." "I agree and . . ."

You can appreciate, respect, and/or agree with a number of things, including their feelings (if
you were them, you would feel the same way), or their intent (usually people agree on intent,
it's just the strategy or approach they disagree with) .

Adopting an agreement frame does three things : It allows you to build or retain rapport, since
you are acknowledging the other person's communication rather than ignoring, opposing or
denigrating it ; it creates a frame of agreement; and it opens the door to you being able to
redirect them without creating resistance (Anthony Robbins) .

Other ways to develop an agreement frame or "Yes set" :

- Ask questions to direct their focus towards the things they (and you) do agree with
- Make statements with which they can agree

The key is to find something, anything, on which you CAN agree, then work from there . . .
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Strategies to apply : Strategies to avoid:

Focus your attention on the speaker Attending to other things

Repeat conversationally back to them, in Giving them your opinions, experiences or
your own words what you understood them reactions . `Parrot' their words back to them.
to be saying eg: "you seem to be saying
that . "
Feedback to them how you think they are Ignore their feelings or tell them how or what
feeling or reacting to the situation they to feel . Eg : "There's no need to get mad".
describe (even if you it wrong) . Eg : "you
seem really upset b that" .
Check out with them if you are having Pretend you understand if you don't .
difficulty understanding . This helps them as
well.
Try again if your active listening statement Allow them to drift off the topic because you
was 'wrong' or not well received . seem not to understand.
Summarise what they are saying as Fix, change or improve what they said .
accurately as you can .
Gently challenge powerlessness and Ignore or leave powerless and hopeless
hopelessness . Eg: You have tried statements unacknowledged .
everything? "
Allow silence in the conversation . Fill ever space with our talk .
Attend to the non-verbal messages and Ignore the non-verbal content of the
respond to them. Eg : "1 saw a frown cross conversation .
our ace, why is that? "



Managing Difficult Phone Behaviour:
Some Things To Remember

Maintain a positive mind set.

Listen actively
Project empathy
Ask qualifying questions

Stay in control of your own emotions

Use constructive body language eg : stand up
Maintain a positive attitude
Visualise the person agreeing with you

Use time to your advantage

Excuse yourselfto get information, advice or clarification
Don't use the `hold' rather tell the caller you will call back
Respect their time eg; "is this a good time for you to talk?"

Use helpful language

Follow active listening strategies
Use the caller's name
Use "Yes, and . . ." and avoid "But . . . ."
Avoid `hot button' phrases like "That's not my . . . . . ." or "That's not out policy"

Stay focused on the outcome

Use questioning to direct the conversation
Explain things clearly
Let the person know your next action

Follow up

Give feedback of any actions you have taken
Under promise and over deliver, allow 'time-buffers'
Let people know what they can expect to happen next
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